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UMES FACES
On our remote campus in Princess Anne, these are some of the

various faces you may see daily. Whether walking on the yard, in front

of the "cafe", or watching a game in our new Athletic Facility, there is

always a warm Hawk smile somewhere in the midst. In this yearbook

you will see a compilation of our Hawk family and friends, highlighting

events and activities from our school year. Some moments of triumph,

events filled with laughter, and even those not so eventful moments, are

all contained with in these pages. All these can be seen on the many

faces that make us who we are . . . UMES.

Check out those smiles.

What a Kodak moment.



Quiana loves to support the

UMES Baseball team.



Dr. Dolores R. Spikes

President

Dr. Spikes gives the State of the University Address to a

packed PAC audience.





UMES students like to hang
"So the answer to number around the hawk's nest be-

four was B?" fore going to class

Spencer takes a minute to rest

before his next class.

"How do you get to J'lens

again?"



I

I

I "Look girl, Learners is having a

sale!"

Let's hope these guys will help

Danielle if she falls off the bike.

onya, Lisa, and Marissa take

me to stop for a picture





FRESHMEN



The aO 2002 shocked us at the

class competition. They made
sure everyone knew that the class

of '02 knows how to get down!

The lovely ladies of '02 always Mr. and Miss Freshman

have time to pose for a picture.
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Javid Brathwaite Shannon Baxter

Lakisha Black Quiana Brazzle

Shani Buckner Kevin Burgwyn Kindra Butts
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I'm ready for my close up now

Antoine and Amir took time to

participate in Men's Week festivi-

ties

Whoever thought to call Fresh-

men, FRESMEAT, definitely must
know these ladies.
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Marc Dais Nicole Duren Emmanuel Arhin

Kerry-Ann Gordon Yasmine Gordon Dawanda Graham

Shawntria Harris Tia Harriston Davika Johnson
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As you can see '02 has some tal- Miss Freshman, January Wash
ented young ladies. ington Knows she's photogenic.

The Gospel Truth was on the

"UMES Funship" too!

'02 always supports UMES events

<«»< *#aA£.'£>»/

You are gonna make me late for

class
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Jessica Johnson Lilaah Kpana David Livingston

Patrick Mann Dana Miller Lydia Robinson

Ramon Sneed Natalee Steen
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PYT - Pretty Young Thang

CO '02 knows how to represent

Let's show the other classes ho
'02 does things!!
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The time has come for me to bid farewell to eI

fine University that I have called my home foiS

four years. These four years have been defining'

moments of my life, and I will never forgeli

them. I will remember how interacting with nu-ii

merous faculty and staff has helped me to freeif

myself from my shell, and emerge triumphantlyli

as Jeffrey Carpenter jr., Mr. University of Mary|
land Eastern Shore, 1998-1999. I will never loseif

the memories that the University of Marylandij

Eastern Shore has given me.
j

Upon becoming Mr. UMES, 1 thought to my-i

self, what can you do to bring this position to aj

new level? After soul searching, I realized thai

my ability to take control of things, and make
things happen, would be what 1 offer. This yeai

has been one that offered me many opportuni-

ties to use these skills. 1 had so many dreams
and aspirations for my reign, that I still want to

accomplish, but unfortunately, I have run out oi

time.

To the Freshmen, take advantage of all that

this University has to offer you, drain it for every

bit of information and resource that it can pro-e

vide. Sophomores, buckle down and start to re-f'

alize what dreams you have for your life, and|l

begin to focus on them. Your time to choosel

what you want is now. Juniors, you are on the:

verge of starting a new chapter in your life. Are

'

you ready? Take the time you have left here and i

network, if you have not already. Learn what is i

available to you outside of the UMES campus. i

Finally, to the Seniors, class of 1999, no one;

knows what the future holds for you because'

you hold your future in your hands. Run with it, I

establish yourself, make it happen. For now you 1

are your own support, your rock. Make the mosti

of your life and do what will make you happy/
No regrets. t

Finally, but not in the least bit forgotten, to theji

University of Maryland Eastern Shore, keep the'

door to a new beginning open wide, and keep i

evolving into a new and remarkable species. The \

black college is essential in the development and '

stability of our race, and it is the instructors, pro-j

fessors, deans, etc., are integral beams in thei

House that Pride built.

Touched forever by your existence,

Jeffrey Carpenter Jr.

Mr. UMES 1998-1999
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Bidding farewell is so difficult to do especially

vhen you love your job. As Miss University of

/laryland Eastern Shore 1998-1999, I had two
;oals. My first goal was to promote scholastic

achievement and talent. My second goal was to

iromote cultural diversity because of our grow-
ng global community. My goals could not have
^een accomplished if I did not have supportive

dministration, faculty, staff, student body, fam-

,y, and friends. I truly believe that God has

,-uided my path throughout my years at UMES,
ind through Him, all things are possible.

1 My challenge to everyone is to remember
our values and from where you came. These
re your roots to your foundation of life. Strive

our hardest to achieve above and beyond. You
ire living your history, so live a success story. Al-

ways remember that great words of our alum-
,us Jesse Williams, "A dream without a plan is a

3ntasy. A plan without execution is a missed op-
portunity." And also listen to what Malcolm X
ince said, "Education is the key to success, for

omorrow belongs to those who prepare for it to-

ay." So please, while you are in this chapter of

pur life called "college plan", prepare, and exe-

ute so you will secure our future as the doers

nd shakers of tomorrow. We are that which
/ill make our alma mater, UMES, shine above
^e others. To the Class of 1999, thank you for

"le memories, but while graduation marks the

nd of this chapter in our lives; it's really just the

eginning. Remember . . . Think of the future as

; wonderful door opening into a promising new
md. Learn from the past; but do not let it deter-

line your future. Forget about any mistakes. Be
lad that you are living in a world that is so full

f opportunity. Be optimistic. Appreciate the fact

lat you have God-given talents and abilities

lat are uniquely yours, and don't be afraid to

se them. Be the best you can be. Seek the ad-

ice and help of others, but always remember
lat yours is the final word. Make your own de-

sions, explore your own self, and find your
wn dreams. Be persistent; try not to get dis-

puraged when things don't go your way. Do all

iiat you can to make this world a better place to

ve. Be aware that life isn't always easy, but with
iven time and hard work, it can be everything

ou want it to be. Most of aO be happy! The fu-

ire awaits you, and it's a wonderful time to be
ive.

Again, I thank you all for affording me the op-

prtunities to represent this iUustrious Univer-

ity, and I hope that I served you well.

Love Always,

MicheOe Amante Jefferson

Miss UMES 1998-1999
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This is not the last Dragon, its

UMES Coronation

Mr. and Miss Senior sit with their

Imperial Court.

O.K are we being paid to wear

these things?
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Mr. and Miss Broadcasting Club

Mr. and Miss Sigma Gamma Rho
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IMPERIAL COURT
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R to L: January, Tory, Aretha

Randy, Shameka, Todd, Yolanda
Glen

Mr. and Miss Sophomore promenade during
homecoming.

Mr. and Miss Junior take their stroll in the

new Athletic Facility.
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Miss UMES represents

with her sorors.

ur upper-class royal court poses with Dr. Spikes

It's a family affair.

What a Kodak mo-
ment.
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Miss UMES 95-96 Malika Single-

ton and Dr. Hytche

Mr. and Miss UMES 97-98
Michael Johnson and Margo Tho-
mas

LOOK HOW FAR WE HAVE COME

PAST KINGS & QUEENS

The Class of 1999 has
seen many Kings and
Queens, some may even
recall the period where
there was not a Mr. UMES.
They all have made

unique contributions to

the lifestyle and character

of the University. In addi-

tion they represent some
of the finest that our cam-
pus has to offer.

Mr. and Miss UMES 96-97 Malik Collins an(

Krystal Henderson
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SOPHOMORES



Karamoko and Carl just chillin'

on the yard i^'*,
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Nicole Amos Karamoko Andrews Tahira Barnes

Tabe Beteck Tashaunya Blake Tanya Bright

Onika Cottman Daurelle Crocker Shantay Dinks
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How much money have we made
girl?

TOP 5 FASHION
DO'S AND
DONTS

DO...
Wear parasuco jeans

DONT . . .

Wear them everyday

DO...
Wear Baby T-shirts

DON'T ..."

If you're over 1751bs.

DO...
Wear baggy jeans

DON'T . . .

Wear them without a

belt

DO...
Keep a fresh shape up

DON'T . .

.

Pick your razor bumps

DO...
Wear slacks

DON'T . . .

Wear them with sneak-

f^

Watch out Total and 702, UMES
is producing new stars.

What does Kwanza mean to you

Yea, we chilliin' in the Wic, and
what?
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Shammara Dodd Ekpen Izore Kelly Hill

M i /

Jewel Haskins Todd Johnson Kimberly Ann Jointer

Natalie King Robert Laster Jonathan Lewis
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"And the judges are . .

."

This just in . . . Food Lion has just

been robbed. I repeat, Food Lion

has just been robbed.

"GET-TA-STEPPIN!"

You think they knew they were

going to be in the yearbook?

Mm
Ray, Carl, and Chuck are waiting

to make their debut for the '01

Step Show.
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Kawcina Molock Teoiici Murphy Rendta lomes Rollins

isa Scott Carl Seabrook Mercedes Terrell

Amadi Williams Shatise Williams
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I want to be a cheerleader when
grow up.

What, I need more paint

Now stay still sweetie

They better win this game
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Lisa, working that hip action
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Joe Clair was real funny at the

Comedy Show!

"Home girl knows she can
dance."

These ladies must have known
that they were going to be in the

yearbook.
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A game just isn't a game without
the BOOSTERS!

Dean White announces the start

ing lineup.
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S—G—Rho!

Corey, showing up how he gets

down
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UMES Model CaU

Rudy is smiling because he is sur- "Dressed in all black Like the

rounded by UMES' finest. omen."

..iNjlllllJIillllllillllllllifllllll
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JUNIORS



All hail the Mighty Class of 2000's

King and Queen, Mr. Glenn Rey-
noso and Miss Yalonda Jones.

The C/O 2000 proves itself first

and foremost among UMES orga-

nizations this year by receiving

the prestigious Organization of

the Year Award.

f JM

ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR!!
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Stefan Coleman A. Lateef Smith Clemenica Arizona Cheedv

Daniel lldwards
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Taz and Mousey: Always there

for each other, because family

comes first.

The ladies of the Junior class have

no problem seducing Mr. Fresh-
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Lashunta Hunter

Arnold King Jr.

Desmon Johnson

Meya Law

Mark Lyn Danielle Malcolm Gerrod Melvin
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2000 WEEK

THE JUNIOR CLASS TRULY SET
IT OFF WITH 2000 WEEK '98

WHICH FEATURED THE APOL-
LO-STYLE TALENT SHOW, THE
AFTER DARK PAJAMA JAM, THE
FIRST EVER GREEK PARTY-
WALKING EXHIBITION AND AF-
TER-PARTY, AND THE FIRST
EVER CLASS VS. CLASS BASKET-
BALL AND CHEERLEADING
TOURNAMENT. "DON'T SWEAT
US, JUST RESPECT US: WE'RE OR-
GANIZATION OF THE YEAR FOR
A REASON."

Everybody is pressed to take a

picture with the Juniors during

our their week. You know who
you are.

HH^K i!k' ft ^^^A
1
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Ms. Whitley was one Junior "Get-

ting Her Groove Back" during

the After Dark Pajama Jam.

Cedric and Rich were two of the

Juniors that led the class to vic-

tory in the Class vs. Class Basket-

ball Competition.
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William Niner Katina Norris Lawrence Oliver III

Rasheed Plummer Darrell Roberts

Fathiyyah Salaam Michael Thompson

Tyrone Riley

Angella Wallop
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Hawk, Kenneth, Lloyd, and Bran-

don were the winners of the

Apollo-style Talent Show. They
may not be Juniors, but they truly

deser\'ed the $100 cash prize.

Sophomore Lisa Washington
showed herself in a new light this

year, in the C70 2000's Apollo-

style Talent Show, as the Sand-

man.

The After Dark Pajama Jam was
off da' hook. Everybody in the

spot got their freak on that night.

"Get off me! I require three feet

of breathing space."

The Junior Class came from near

and far to support Team 2000 at

the basketball competition.

Loyal fans supported the C/O
2000 during the first ever Greek

Party-walking exhibition.
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Lashelle White Sovica White Chester Wortham III Shanika Evans

Being the President of the Mighty Class of 2000

for the past two years has been a very enjoyable ex-

perience. It has given me the experience to lead the

student body as Student Government Association

President. 1 wish my class well during our Senior

y^ear. Good luck and keep "Settin' It Off in the

New Millennium." Erik "Taz" Jones, president



DRAMA

Welcome aboard the UMES Fun-

ship Cruise!

Performers bid farewell as

they exit the stage.

Mamma D . .

more.

. need I say

Backstage:
Shots"!!!

"Glamour
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Cast and crew of "Wizard of Oz
of the Wild West"
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SPRINGFEST

Its not burnt, its Jamaican Style.

Hot Dogs pick em up!

v

Deadly Aim!! Greek U-N-I-T-Y
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Rudy enjoying the food, weather,

and fun at UMES Springfest.
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SPORTS
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Men's Track Team Women's Track Team

Tennis Team Bowling Team

Softball Team
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Junior Benji Surpin uses the
screen by Jamie White.

Jason Conway at the Charity

Stripe.

UMES Department of Athletics The 1 999 ME AC Champion
sponsors the Second Annual Take Cheerleaders

a Kid to the Game.
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One more hurdle Corey!!

UMES Senior Kristi Sheldon
named one of the Arthur Ashes

Sport's Scholars (Pictured with

former NBA star Kareem Abdul

Jabar.)

Demetric jams for
"2"

;
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SENIORS



Toya, Jason, Jiz, Tif-

fany, and Company
doing it up for the '95

PACE Program Fash-

ion Show.

yytoyi^i.u

k :Uvf'

"wow, finally a short

line to get your sched-

ule."

Harford Hall Hunnies
from '95

^IffiLJ
YOU BETTER
BELIEVE IT!!!
Can you believe that four

years ago Ct. Plaza

was dirt Nuttle was a

boy's dorm We had a

soccer team There were

frequent blackouts

We had skate parties

The VFW was across the

the SDC

Parties were in

Parties

started on Wednesday nights

Spirits was Bowinkles

Freaky Phil

Parties Red Light

Special in the SDC

Dr. Hychte was president.

Seeing is believing. YOU

JUST HAD TO BE THERE!!
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'
•- :^ Wasn't nothing like

• ' ^^ those Que parties in

. t > * i the SDC.

Krystal flossin' for a

Homecoming Cabaret.

Corey, Tyrone,
Danielle, PJ, and Ty-

rone representing the

B.D.C.
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DORM
'95

LIFE
Back during a time when

freshmen females lived in ^ ^

Harford or Murphy, the males ^'

lived in Wicomico or Nuttle,

and there were a few fortunate

freshmen in Cluster 3. Times

were great.

"Did they take the picture yet? I Two of the original Spice Girls

didn" see the flash."



Michelle, on a bean chair Is this a glamour shot or a ghetto

shot?

INSIDE
Items that can be

found in a typical

dorm room: black

light with the aph-
rodisiac poster,
computer, those ex-

pensive books (that

you actually
bought), window
fan (Wic and Mur-
phy only), TV, VCR,
stereo, alarm clock,

the Biggy CD, ani-

mal slippers and
some condoms.

Is Philly in the girl's dorm past

visitation?
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THE GOOD OLD DAYS

1

Sing Marie!!

Are they going to a Cabaret or a

funeral?

Put your one leg up .
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The UMES Chapter of NAPI (Na-

tional Association of Pigeons
Inc.).
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All the good men on campus, Michelle and Shonae getting
stand up. jiggy for the Spot's Banquet.

Farakan's message finally hits

UMES.

"Close the door!"
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"Please, huny up and take this

picture before the food falls out of
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"UNIFEST ON THE SHORE."

The class initiated its

first "Unifest on the Shore" in the fall of 1997. The day's

activities included games, prizes, live entertainment, and '^

vendors. It was a chance for student organizations, students,

and the community to come together for a common cause. i^
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"Oops, sorry. It'll come out with a

little water."

"I wish she would hurry it up." "You forgot the "L"
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ON THE YARD

Who let the "dawgs" out?

Tanya and Nice

igk^m

Women at UMES unite to take Please deposit one quarter for a

over the night. ride.
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Shanita, Meicha, Angel,
Makeisha, and Takeisha having it

up in London.

"How many of these have I

had?"

n



THE CLASS OF 1999 STEP
TEAM.

coming out on top.

"Finally, it's over."
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Chester, Kwasi, Chanti, and Dan-
ika at the Inaugural Ball.
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Meisha, Aprilie, Marie, Sabrina,

Tyrone, Trewyn, and Michelle in

the Bahamas for the Senior Class

Trip.

"Can I get that on the rocks?"
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goodbyes and fond fare-

5 were said at the Senior

5 Ball. Members of the Se-

• Class Executive Board
d here for one last picture.
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Joy Batson Donna Baumann Oslyn Bazil Earl Begram

Nicole Bennett Andrea Better Adryenne Betts Kim Boddie



Janice Brathwaite Camille Brown Leon Bryant

_ IL:

Kevin Butler Suphina Campbell Jason Cannon

k
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Richard Buie

Jeff Carpenter

Dean Carroll Janell Charlton 83
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Chelsey Chivis Gina Chester Lydia Christain Shanti Coasten

Sherma Copes Vanessa Corbitt Randy Cockwell Kerri Daye

Shavonne De Almeida Olymphia Dennis Gerald Desheilds Wilma Djoleto

"= (^^s^kSM
84 James Donnell Donald Douglass Alisa Douse Brian Downs



Carl Drew Seth Davis Duane Edwards Nakkea Edwards

Terrah Glen Theresa Gordan Heather Gray Fatima Green 85



Prag Guya Alylish Gyles Kwasi Gymah Ed Fontain

Tyshon Henderson Avery Henry Angela Henson Jamiel Hermon



Litia Johnson Maycha Johnson Tiffane Johnson Barry Jones 87



Tamara Kelly

iSfl :1fll
Tammya Kelly Wm KeUy Monica Kemp

Ayana Lee Lashawn Little Keisha Lopez Henry Louis



Coretta Mckenzie Patti Merritt Eailene Miller Shonae Mills

Kevin Mooney Renee Moore
^3.

Jonny Montgomery Ruisa Musariri 89



Kenny Nance Tia Nelson Wakeena Nolan Derek Norwood

90 Atiyyah Rasheed Devin Ray Kenneth Reese Lucretia Rice



Keyannia Rich Mateive Richards Cerita Richardson Sabrina Richardson

Tashina Rider Julian Risco Chris Robe Nakie Robertson

Eboney Robinson Ken Robinson Tory Roysdale Mildred Sateo

Erica Savage Lamont Shipley Alex Simms Evangela Spratt 91



92 Tiffany Torrence Ebony Tyler Courtney Van Brakle Andrea Vaughn



Annie William Charmaine Williams Dwayne Williams Kia Williams

Larissa Williams Teniera Williams Tonya Williams Twila Wilson 93



Devon Winfield Tiesha Wrenn Karen Yarborough Nurat Yayah

Kissy Young Myron Young
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ORGANIZATIONS



STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION

Dear HAWK Family:

To my fellow HAWKS, the time has come for us to leave UMES the place that has been our nest for the

last four years. A lot has happened in all of our lives since we made our first step on this beautiful campus
as freshmen in '95.' I know that whatever field we enter, UMES has prepared us to take the world by

storm. We look within ourselves to find the things that we have learned during our stay here, and focus

them towards accomplishing our hearts desire.

I take this time to say thank you to my HAWK Family and the people who made my year as President a

success! First, I would like to thank God for giving me the opportunity to represent the student body and

use my leadership skills to develop a better university for the students. Second, I would like to thank the

Administration, faculty and staff for being my voice of reason in my decisions. I appreciate the opportu-

nity to make final decision concerning the student body and knowing that I would have your full support

and understanding. Third, I want to thank my SGA staff for the 1998-1999 academic year for all of their

hard work and dedication. Without my caring staff, none of these things would have been possible.

Finally, I would like to give full thanks to University of Maryland Eastern Shore student body for elect-

ing and trusting me with the most important position, of being your voice for the university and aboard.

Also, for giving me the opportunity to take your suggestions and make them reality. I feel this year has

taught me a lot about being a leader and a decision-maker. Now that I have pass this learning experience

to another dedicated leader, I hope and pray that "HAWK PRIDE" will never leave the hearts and souls

of everyone that has or will be attending the University of Maryland Eastern Shore. And peace to the best

and the last class of the century Class of 1999 "The best was saved for last."

Sincerely,

Kwasi Gyimah, Jr.

1998-99 SGA President
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CLASS OF 99'

CLASS OF 2000
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CLASS OF 2001

CLASS OF 2002
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ALPHA NU OMEGA

BROADCASTING CLUB

102



CAMPUS PALS

GOSPEL CHOIR
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HUMAN ECOLOGY

MANRRS
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STUDENT REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION

STUDENT SECURITY
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EDITOR'S NOTE

"N.-.^i^

It is my desire that you have enjoyed the Hawk Yearbook '99. It was my
pleasure to accept the responsibility of producing this yearbook for you. I

would like to thank the following people:

Lisa Aubrey
Amir Green

Terrance Greggs
Antoine Hatcher

Todd Johnson
Erik Jones

Ayanna Malachi

Ramanda Noble
Meisha Robinson

Syreeta Scott

Larry Watson

Without the help of these people, this book would not be.

A special thanks to Karamoko Andrews, chief photographer of the Hawk
Yearbook '99; Kwasi Gyimah, president. Student Government Association; and

advisor of the Hawk Yearbook '99. Mr. James White. Words cannot express my
gratitude. Thank you for your tireless efforts.

With His Divine

Love, Joy, and Peace

A. Lateef Smith Clemencia

Editor, Hawk Yearbook '99
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Congratulations
Class

Of
1999
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